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Abstract:The second-order all-pass section is the main building block of the lattice wave digital filter (WDFs).
The all-pass sections are conventionally realized using two port adaptors. In this paper, second-order all-pass
sections are replaced with three port parallel adaptors. These adaptors, implemented with canonic signed digit
coefficients are proposed to increase maximal sampling frequency of lattice WDFs. The proposed implementation
of three port parallel adaptors reduces the latency of the critical loop by reducing the components (adders and
multipliers). Further increase in maximal sampling frequency is obtained by integrating these three port parallel
adaptors using carry propagation adders (CPA) designed with low power and high performance 1-bit full adders,
registers as delay elements and binary multipliers. Here, multipliers are implemented using a network of shifts
and adders (or subtractors). An example of a filte implementation where the proposed approaches are applied, is
presented. In this example multiple-constant multiplication technique is applied to reduce the number of adders in
the implementation of multipliers. The sections are integrated using Design Architect and simulated using Eldonet
tools of Mentor Graphics V2008 and tested by applying number of input vectors. The results are compared with the
conventional second-order all-pass sections. The comparison shows the increase in maximal sampling frequency
by approximately 46% at the cost of about 13% increase in area.
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1 Introduction

Wave digital filter constitute a wide class of infi
nite impulse response (IIR) digital filter that trans-
form an analog network into topological equivalent
digital filte [1]. A major advantage of WDFs over
most of other recursive filter is that they can inherit
the fundamental properties such as sensitivity and sta-
bility under finite-arithmeti conditions [2], [3]. In
Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) implementation
of a WDF, the silicon area, computational complex-
ity, power consumption, and maximal achievable sam-
pling rate are highly dependent on the coefficien word
length [4]. Therefore, the word length should be as
short as possible but must be sufficien to satisfy the
given filte specification [2]. Additionally, in highly
customized VLSI implementations, the general mul-
tiplier element is very costly. Therefore, it is benefi
cial to carry out the multiplication of a data sample by
each filte coefficien value using a sequence of shift-
and-add (and/or subtract) operations. The arithmetic
complexity of the shift-and-add multiplier can be re-
duced by using canonic signed digit code (CSDC) for
the coefficient representation [5]. The average num-

ber of nonzero bits in a CSDC number is approx-
imately Wd/3, where Wd is coefficien wordlength.
This implementation is called multiplierless.
Previous work has been focused on the VLSI imple-
mentation of high speed WDFs using two port adap-
tors [4], [6]. A method, in which VLSI architecture
of two port adaptor circuit is described using carry-
save arithmetic, is used to achieve significan increase
in sampling rate of WDFs is most significan bit firs
arithmetic [8]. The bit level systolic array method is
applied for increased sampling rate to design unit el-
ement WDF and a lattice WDF using same specifi
cations [7]. First- and second-order all-pass sections
are basic building blocks of lattice WDFs. An arith-
metic transformation has been applied to these ba-
sic building blocks and implemented with carry-save
arithmetic for increased maximal sampling rate in [9],
[10].
In this paper, we have replaced conventional
Richards’ second-order section with three port par-
allel adaptor using bit parallel arithmetic to improve
maximal sampling rate. Three port parallel adap-
tor is realized using logic components such as CPA
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which are implemented using low power high per-
formance full adders, inverters and registers as delay
units. These components are individually designed
and implemented using 0.18 µm technology in full
custom VLSI design. The registers are designed with
the transmission gate based D flip-flop The con-
stant multipliers are implemented with CSDC coef-
ficient and multiple-constant multiplications to save
the hardware [5] [10] [11] [12]. The lattice WDF is
integrated using these logic components. The integra-
tion method of a low-pass lattice WDF is illustrated in
Section V by a design example. The filter using con-
ventional Richards’ all-pass sections and using three
port parallel adaptors are integrated using the same
specification This will enable us to make a proper
comparison between their corresponding hardware re-
alizations presented in Section VI. The integrated fil
ters are simulated and tested by applying number of
input vectors. The comparison results show that the
latter design is more efficien than the conventional
design in terms of maximal sampling rate at the cost
of small area overhead. The sampling rate can be fur-
ther improved by replacing CPA with CSA [9], [10].
Area is compared in terms of number of transistors.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the lattice wave digital filters Section III
explains the first and second-order all-pass sections.
Section IV explores the adaptor components designs
using different logic styles. A design example of a
fi ed function low pass lattice wave digital filte us-
ing conventional Richards’ all-pass sections and us-
ing three port parallel adaptors is given in Section V.
Comparative analysis of two different second-order
sections is given in Section VI. Section VII concludes
the paper.

2 Lattice Wave Digital Filters
A lattice WDF is composed of two wave digital (WD)
all-pass filter in parallel [1] [12] [13]. An N th order
lattice WDF is shown in Fig. 1. Its transfer function
can be written as

H(z) =
H0(z) + H1(z)

2
(1)

where H0(z) and H1(z) are WD all-pass filters WD
all-pass filter can be realized in many different ways
[1], [14]. In this work, we only consider cascade re-
alization of first and second-order all-pass sections.
A first-orde all-pass section can be realized using
the Richards’ structure, where two port adaptors are
used [10]. A second-order all-pass section can be re-
alized using the Richards’ structure, or a three port
adaptor [1]. By cascading the first and second-order

Figure 1: Lattice wave digital filte realization of N
order

all-pass sections low-pass, high-pass, band-pass and
band-reject lattice WDFs can be designed. The de-
tailed discussion of first and second-order all-pass
sections is given in Section III. These sections are
recursive structures. Recursive structures require in
general a smaller number of arithmetic operations per
sample than their nonrecursive counterparts. One lim-
itation of the recursive structure is the maximal sam-
pling frequency fmax at which a filte can operate [1].
The maximal sampling frequency for a recursive algo-
rithm, described by a fully specifie signal fl w graph
is [15]

fmax =
1

Tmin
= min

{

Ni

Ttot

}

(2)

where Tmin is the minimal sampling time, Ttot is the
total latency of the arithmetic operations and Ni is
the number of delay elements in the directed loop i
[16]. The loop(s) that determines the maximal sam-
pling frequency is called the critical loop(s). The dig-
ital filter with high maximal sampling frequency are
suitable candidates of low power and high speed ap-
plications. The reason is that if required sampling
rate is less than the maximal sampling rate, the excess
speed can be utilized to reduce the power consump-
tion via power supply voltage scaling techniques [17],
[18]. Area can be minimized by clever hardware de-
sign [17]. From Eq. (2), we observe two factors that
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are affecting the maximal sampling rate. The firs fac-
tor is the number of delay elements in the critical loop
and second is the total latency in the critical loop. The
maximal sampling frequency can be increased by in-
creasing the number of delay elements in the critical
loop or by minimizing the critical loop latency. The
latency can be reduced by using low-sensitivity fil
ters, resulting in short coefficient (low-latency mul-
tiplications) and by removing unnecessary operations
in the critical loop via numerically equivalent transfor-
mations [10]. However, in this paper we have mainly
concerned with minimizing the critical loop latency.
It is minimized by reducing the number of logic com-
ponents in the critical loop. It is further minimized
by reducing the critical delay of individual logic com-
ponent. Lattice WDFs are realized using three port
series and parallel adaptors using efficien algorithms
using bit serial arithmetic and their cyclic scheduling
are observed [15]. The lattice WDF is realized using
three port series adaptors for increased sampling rate
[19].

3 Realization of all-pass sections
A lattice WDF shown in Fig. 1, consists of a parallel
connection of two all-pass filte branches whose out-
put are summed to produce the filte output. Each of
the two filte branches is constructed using a cascade
of first and second-order all-pass sections. These sec-
tions are constructed from basic two port adaptors.
The entire filte is realized as a network of these two
port adaptors and delay elements. This architectural
modularity makes it well suited for VLSI implemen-
tation.
Application of all-pass sections to the filterin prob-
lem has the advantage that it produces efficien real-
ization in terms of the number of arithmetic opera-
tions for a given filte order. Implementation using
two port adaptors leads to realizations that are canonic
in terms of both the number of multipliers and the
number of delays. Additionally, it has been shown
that all-pass filter of this form are almost self-scaling,
since they implement bounded functions [20]. Hence,
data wordlength growth between the all-pass sections
is negligible, entirely removing the need for the inter
stage scaling which is often required when using other
cascade filte forms. The following equations are used
to implement two port adaptor from which the lattice
WDF is built (see Figs. 2 and 3) [2], [3].

y1 = x2 + γ(x2 − x1) (3)

y2 = x1 + γ(x2 − x1) (4)
In these equations, x1, x2 are inputs, y1, y2 are out-
puts and γ is an adaptor coefficien lying in the range

Figure 2: Richards’ first-orde all-pass section using
two port adaptor

Figure 3: Different types of adaptor based on values
of Gamma coefficient

[−1, 1] [2], [4]. A first-orde all-pass section, realized
using Richards’ structure, is shown in Fig. 2, where
a two port adaptor is used with a delay element. De-
pending on the range of γ coefficien values, we obtain
four types of symmetric two port adaptors, [12], [21].
For type-1, 0.5 < γ < 1 and α = 1 − γ, for type-2,
0 < γ < 0.5 and α = γ, for type-3, −0.5 < γ < 0
and α = |γ| and for type-4, −1 < γ < 0.5 and
α = 1 + γ. Figure 3 shows these four types of struc-
tures.

The transfer function for the first-orde section is
given by [15]

H(z) =
−α0z + 1

z − α0

(5)

where α0 is the adaptor coefficient Let us assume the
critical path delay for a multiplier is Tm and for an
adder is Ta. For a first-orde section, the critical loop
is shown by dotted lines in Fig. 2. Since this critical
loop has one multiplier and two adders, the maximal
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Figure 4: Richards’ second-order all-pass section us-
ing two port adaptors

sampling frequency fmax is given by

fmax =
1

Tm + 2Ta
(6)

A second-order all-pass section, realized using
Richards’ structure is shown in Fig. 4. The transfer
function of this second-order section is given by [15]

H(z) =
−α1z

2 + α2(α1 − 1)z + 1

z2 + α2(α1 − 1)z − α1

(7)

where α1 and α2 are adaptor coefficients The
critical loop is shown by dotted lines in Fig. 4. Since
this critical loop has two multipliers and four adders,
the maximal sampling frequency is

fmax =
1

2Tm + 4Ta
(8)

The three port parallel adaptor all-pass section is
shown in Fig. 5. The transfer function of this section
is given by [15]

H(z) =
(β1 + β2 − 1)z2 + (β1 − β2)z + 1

z2 + (β1 − β2)z + (β1 + β2 − 1)
(9)

where β1 and β2 are adaptor coefficients Comparing
Eq. (7) and (9), we fin [15]

β1 =
(α1 − 1)(α2 − 1)

2
, β2 =

(1 − α1)(1 + α2)

2
(10)

The two critical loops are shown by dotted lines in
Fig. 5. Loop 1 has one multiplier and three adders,

Figure 5: Second-order all-pass section using three
port parallel adaptor

and loop 2 has one multiplier and four adders. Since
loop 2 contains more components, therefore, it is con-
sidered as critical loop. The maximal sampling fre-
quency is given by

fmax =
1

Tm + 4Ta
(11)

We observe, that the critical loop of the Richard’s
structure based second-order section contains two
multipliers and four adders. However, a three port
parallel adaptor contains only one multiplier and four
adders. For the latter realization, the price to pay is
somewhat longer coefficien wordlength. However,
it is found that the three port adaptor coefficient
typically require one extra bit to match the perfor-
mance of the two port realization for a given coeffi
cient wordlength [19].

4 Hardware Implementation

The fi ed function three port parallel adaptor is imple-
mented using power efficien components (full adders
and D fli flops using 0.18 µm technology in CMOS
VLSI design. Multiple adders and/or subtractors are
needed for the representation of adaptor coefficient
and all-pass sections. The first-orde WD all-pass sec-
tion design is based on the two port adaptor and delay
element. The second-order WD all-pass sections are
constructed using three port parallel adaptor and de-
lays. The components description is as follows.
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Figure 6: 1-bit Full adder circuit based on improved
XOR-XNOR cell

4.1 Full Adder Design

Improving the 1-bit adder performance would greatly
enhance the execution of binary operations in digital
circuits. In this paper, the 1-bit hybrid full adder is
used to implement the lattice WDF [22]. The adder
is shown in Fig. 6, where A, B and C are the in-
puts and S and Cout are the outputs. The transistor
sizes are technology dependent [17]. This adder is
used to design n-bit CPA adder. It is observed that
when full adder units are cascaded, the output voltage
is dropped by single or multiple times of the threshold
voltage. To avoid this problem adders are cascaded
with buffered inputs and outputs [22].

In this design, adders are used to operate on
real time input data samples which may be positive
or negative. Therefore, we have assumed that the
input samples are in two’s complement form. The
time performance of an adaptor depends only on
the coefficien wordlength. Therefore, extending the
wordlength inside an adaptor would result in die area
penalty. The filte coefficient are represented with
CSDC for reduced number of nonzero coefficien
bits. The bit level implementation of an adaptor for
different operations requires three fundamental cir-
cuits (cells) of adders. These cells are shown in Fig. 7.

Cell 1, 2 and 3 are used to implement two port
and three port parallel adaptor structures. Cell 1 is a
selectable subtraction unit which is used to perform
the operation A−B where A and B are the inputs. It
is shown in Fig. 7(a). As shown in Fig. 7(b), cell 2 is
a selectable adder/subtractor unit. It performs the op-
eration A + B. Cell 3 is a selectable subtractor/adder
unit which is used to perform the operation −A − B.

Figure 7: Adder cells

Figure 8: Transmission gate based D flip-fl

It is shown in Fig. 7(c). These adder cells are used
to design CPA. The multipliers are implemented with
shift and add and/or subtract operations. Therefore,
same adder cells can be used to implement multipliers
only by applying shifted versions of the input to these
adder cells.

4.2 Delay Element

In this paper, we have designed a simple D flip-flo
as shown in Fig. 8 for delay unit. A transmission gate
based 2:1 multiplexer, a static inverter and a buffer
unit are used to integrate the D flip-flo Here, 0.18
µm technology is used and operating clock frequency
is 100 MHz.
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4.3 Multipliers
In this work, multiplication of a data sample with each
filte coefficien value is performed using a sequence
of shift and add and/or subtract operations. The arith-
metic complexity of the shift-and-add multiplier is re-
duced by using CSDC for representation of the coeffi
cients [5]. The hardware cost is further reduced by us-
ing multiple-constant multiplication technique which
utilizes redundancy between the coefficients

5 Design Example
In this Section the design and implementation of
a 9th order fi ed-point lattice WDF using two port
adaptors and three port parallel adaptors along with
their multiplierless implementation is presented. Con-
sider a low-pass filte with the following specification
[21, pp.12]: Sampling frequency = 16000 Hz, Pass-
band edge frequency = 3400 Hz, Stopband edge fre-
quency = 4500 Hz, Passband ripple = 0.5 db, Stop-
band attenuation=50 db, Filter type= Chebyshev and
Filter order= 9.

5.1 Lattice WDF design using two port adap-
tors and delays

The block diagram of an N th order low-pass lattice
WDF as shown in Fig. 1. Here, we have considered
a 9th order low-pass lattice WDF, which is composed
of one first-orde and four second-order sections. The
blocks of first and second-order sections are replaced
with their equivalent signal fl w graphs shown in
Fig.2 and 4, respectively. The signal fl w graph of
a 9th order low-pass lattice WDF using Richard’s sec-
tions is shown in Fig. 9. The maximal sampling rate is
determined by one of the critical loops in these filte
sections. The maximal sampling frequency for each
of these all-pass sections of this structure are given in
Eq. (12) through (16).

fmaxα0
=

1

Tm + 2Ta
(12)

fmaxα1,α2
=

1

2Tm + 5Ta
(13)

fmaxα3,α4
=

1

2Tm + 5Ta
(14)

fmaxα5,α6
=

1

2Tm + 4Ta
(15)

fmaxα7,α8
=

1

2Tm + 4Ta
(16)

Figure 9: Signal fl w graph of lattice WDF using
Richard’s second-order sections

These equations yield a fmax for the entire filte
which is given by

fmax = min

{

1

Tm + 2Ta
,

1

2Tm + 5Ta
,

1

2Tm + 5Ta
,

1

2Tm + 5Ta
,

1

2Tm + 4Ta

}

=
1

2Tm + 5Ta
(17)

Now, the multipliers are implemented with shift
and add operations using multiple constant multiplica-
tion method, which is called as multiplierless imple-
mentation. The γ coefficients adaptor type, α coeffi
cients, and their representations in binary and CSDC
formats for this 9th order low pass lattice WDFs are
given in Table-I. Fig. 10 is obtained by replacing mul-
tipliers with shift operations and CPA adders/ subtrac-
tors using CSD coefficient given in Table-I. Depend-
ing upon addition/ subtraction, the adders are replaced
with adder cells (cell 1, cell 2 or cell 3) represented
in Section-IV. The maximum sampling frequency of
each of the all-pass sections using multiplierless im-
plementation is given in Eq. (18) through (22),
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Figure 10: Multiplierless implementation of lattice WDF using Richard’s second-order sections
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Table 1: Low-pass filte parameters
γi, 0 ≤ i ≤ 8 Adaptor Type αj , 0 ≤ j ≤ 8 αBinary αCSDC

0.667713527 1 0.33228647 0.01010101 0.01010101
−0.49630558 3 0.49630558 0.01111111 0.10000001
0.797917736 1 0.202082263 0.00110100 0.01010100
−0.618835168 4 0.381164832 0.01100010 0.10100010
0.542641521 1 0.457358479 0.01110101 0.10010101
−0.766286584 4 0.233713416 0.00111100 0.01000100
0.328193215 2 0.328193215 0.01010100 0.01010100
−0.919144204 4 0.080855796 0.00010101 0.00010101
0.217705053 2 0.217705053 0.01001110 0.01001000

fmaxα0
=

1

2Ta + 2Ta
=

1

4Ta
(18)

fmaxα1,α2
=

1

3Ta + 5Ta
=

1

8Ta
(19)

fmaxα3,α4
=

1

4Ta + 5Ta
=

1

9Ta
(20)

fmaxα5,α6
=

1

3Ta + 4Ta
=

1

7Ta
(21)

fmaxα7,α8
=

1

3Ta + 4Ta
=

1

7Ta
(22)

These equations yield a fmax for the multiplierless
implementation of the entire filte which is given by

fmax = min
{

1

4Ta
,

1

8Ta
,

1

9Ta
,

1

7Ta
,

1

7Ta

}

=
1

9Ta
(23)

5.2 Lattice WDF design using three port par-
allel adaptors and delays

In this section, the blocks of second-order sections are
replaced with signal fl w graph of three port parallel
adaptors, shown in Fig. 5. The maximal sampling fre-
quency is determined by one of the critical loops of
second-order all-pass section in this filte . The maxi-
mal sampling frequency for each of these all-pass sec-
tions, using three port parallel adaptors is same and is
given in Eq. (24)

fmax =
1

Tm + 4Ta
(24)

Now, the multipliers are implemented with shift and
add operations using multiple constant multiplication
method. Using Eq. (10), the β coefficient and their
binary and CSDC equivalents are calculated to im-
plement second-order all-pass section using three port
parallel adaptor and are given in Table-II.

Table 2: β coefficient of low pass filte
βk, 1 ≤ k ≤ 8 βBinary βCSDC

0.20095334 0.001100111 0.010101001
0.30274107 0.010011011 0.010100101
0.1679029 0.001010110 0.010101010
0.45093234 0.011100111 0.100101001
0.2573983 0.010000100 0.010000100
0.50888833 0.100000101 0.100000101
0.359521 0.010111000 0.101001000

0.55962328 0.100011111 0.100100001

The signal fl w graph of a multiplierless 9th order
low-pass lattice WDF using three port parallel adap-
tors is shown in Fig. 10. In this figur α0 is imple-
mented with two port adaptor. Fig. 10 is obtained
by replacing multipliers with shift and add operations
using CSDC coefficient given in Table-II. The maxi-
mum sampling frequency for each of the all-pass sec-
tions is given in Eq. (25) through (28).

fmaxβ1,β2
=

1

2Ta + 4Ta
=

1

6Ta
(25)

fmaxβ3,β4
=

1

2Ta + 4Ta
=

1

6Ta
(26)

fmaxβ5,β6
=

1

Ta + 4Ta
=

1

5Ta
(27)

fmaxβ7,β8
=

1

2Ta + 4Ta
=

1

6Ta
(28)

These equations yield a fmax for the multiplierless
implementation of the entire filte using three port par-
allel adaptors which is given by

fmax = min
{

1

6Ta
,

1

6Ta
,

1

5Ta
,

1

6Ta

}

=
1

6Ta
(29)
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Figure 11: Multiplierless implementation of lattice WDF using three port parallel adaptors

6 Results and Analysis

Comparing all second-order sections, the maximal
sampling frequency of low-pass lattice WDF designed
using Richards’ sections is fmax = 1

9Ta
. Similarly

the maximal sampling frequency of low-pass lattice
WDF filte designed using three port parallel adaptor
is fmax = 1

6Ta
. Hence, about 50% increase is observed

in maximal sampling frequency. This analysis shows
that the low-pass lattice WDF filte designed using
three port parallel adaptor is more efficient
For further decrement in maximal sampling fre-
quency, the CPA adders and registers are used to
implement different two port and three port adaptors
of the presented low-pass lattice WDF. The CPA
adder is designed using cell 1, cell 2 or cell 3, full
adder cells according to addition or subtraction op-
eration using bit parallel arithmetic. The CPA adder
is simulated and tested in simulation environment
given in [22]. In this implementation, the sampling
frequency is depending on adders delay only. For
given example in Section V, the minimal sampling
period comparison of multiplierless implementations
of the two approaches are presented in Table-III.
From this comparison, it is found that the maximal
sampling frequency of the low-pass lattice WDF is
improved significantl using multiplierless three port
parallel adaptors than the two port adaptor all-pass
sections.

Table 3: Minimum Sampling period comparison of
multiplierless Second-order all-pass sections using
Richards’ section and three port parallel adaptors
Richards’ sections(ns) three port parallel adaptors(ns)
Tminα1α2

= 22.194 Tminβ1β2
= 16.982

Tminα3α4
= 25.360 Tminβ3β4

= 17.253
Tminα5α6

= 20.670 Tminβ5β6
= 14.576

Tminα7α8
= 22.354 Tminβ7β8

= 17.350

Reducing the latency of the critical loop, maximal
sampling frequency can be improved. From Table-III,
it is observed that the minimal sampling period Tmin
of low-pass latticeWDF using Richards’ second-order
section is 25.360 ns and Tmin using three port parallel
adaptor is 17.350 ns. Hence maximal sampling fre-
quencies for Richards’ sections and three port adap-
tors are fmax=39.43218 MHz and fmax= 57.636 MHz,
respectively. The fmax is further increased by approxi-
mately 46%. The area is measured in terms of number
of transistors for the two different approaches. The
implementation results are summarized in Table-IV.

7 Conclusion

A novel approach to design a fi ed coefficien lattice
WDF for increased maximal sampling frequency is
presented. The maximal sampling frequency is in-
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Table 4: Area comparison (in terms of transistor
counts)of low-pass lattice WDF using Richards’ sec-
tion and three port parallel adaptors

Richards’ sections Three port adaptors
Technology 0.18 µm 0.18 µm

Area 24750 27940

creased by reducing the number of logic components
in the critical loop and further increased by reducing
critical delay of individual logic component. Three
port parallel adaptor has less number of logic compo-
nents in their critical loop than Richards’ second-order
section. From given example in Section V, the maxi-
mal sampling frequency is improved by about 50%us-
ing three port parallel adaptors than the conventional
Richards’ sections. This is further improved by mul-
tiplierless implementation of lattice WDF using indi-
vidual logic components such as hybrid full adders,
delay elements and simple logic circuitry. These com-
ponents are designed and implemented using 0.18 µm
technology in full custom VLSI design. Since, mul-
tipliers are the most power and area consuming ele-
ments, therefore, we have replaced them by shift and
add and/or subtract units. With the help of CSDC co-
efficients the fi ed coefficien multiplierless second
order Richards’ sections and three port parallel adap-
tors are integrated for signed binary numbers. The
adaptors are implemented in given design example.
The lattice WDF designed using three port parallel
adaptors offers about 46% further increase in fmax,
compared to conventional Richards’ design at the cost
of approximately 13% increase in area. Here, area is
measured in terms of transistors count.
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